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Early steps

Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-eU5xZW7cU


Ultimatum bargaining

I The main results of the game are:
I Low offers are rejected by Responders and
I Proposers rarely make low offers (closer to 4 and 5)

I Why do proposers make such high offers? Two basic classes of
explanation:
1. Proposers are altruistic (or adverse to inequity)
2. Proposers forsee that responders will be angry about low offers

and (backward inducting) make high offers.



Dictator game
I One can rule out the second explanation by designing an

alternative game which omits the second stage — Responder
moves. This is known as a Dictator game.

I [3] compares both games

Figure: Dictator vs. Ultimatum



Social preferences

I Several theories have been advanced to explain these types of
results.

I A prominent approach is simply to modify the typical utility
function

I Altruism: U(ymine , yyours)
I Inequity Aversion: U(ymine , |ymine − yyours |)

I Note that having other regarding preferences does not mean
that in markets you do not behave as selfish. For example, see
Dufwenberg, et al. [1]



Fairness
We can also rule out the inequality aversion

Figure: Ultimatum Results



More than one proposer

I Similar to a PO format, A. Roth [7] designed a game in which
there are multiple Proposers (about 9) and one Responder.

I The Responder chooses to accept or reject the best offer.

I What is the predicted equilibrium?



Results 1

Figure: Ultimatum Results



Results 2

Figure: "Market" Results



Sum up

I Two environments with identical levels of equilibrium inequity.
I But results are totally different

I Subjects conform with theory in markets.
I but not in bargaining...



Extensions

I J. List [6] runs a dictator game where players cannot only offer
money, but also take:

I All Ss get $5, dictator gets extra $5 to split
I Four treatments:

I Baseline: a standard dictator game, allocate to other up to $5.
I Take $1: dictators can take $1, so allocate [-$1, $5]
I Take $5: dictators can take $5, so allocate [-$5, $5]
I Earned: Ss earned money before playing the game, then Take

$5.



Results

Figure: Four treatments



Cooperation in Public Goods

What is a public good?
I Jointly provided
I Non-excludable
I Non-rivalrous

One should expect free-riding and underprovision.

Efficiency and individual rationality are at odds.



PG games

Some examples
I Military
I Parks
I Environmental quality
I Teamwork / team production

In some cases, the problem is described as the tragedy of the
commons in the use of a common pool resource.

I Similar to a PG but rivalrous
I Standard in environmental studies (e.g. Fisheries)



A standard PG payoffs

I PG game uses two parameters to define the marginal return
from the public account.

I m ≡ a/N is the MPCR marginal per capita return.

π = (e − xi ) +m
N∑
j=1

xj (1)



General results
I Initial cooperation (40%)
I Cooperation declines with repetition.

Figure: Classic PG ([5])



Analysis

I Why do people cooperate at all?
I Kindness: People are conditional cooperators. Enjoy the

experience of cooperating (“warm glow”) but only if others are
cooperating too.

I learning: People are learning about their best response. This
is generally called “confusion.”



How to measure kindness?

I [4] use two treatments
I Human, a standard VCM with N = 4
I Computer, play against three computer players that each play

the mean contribution from the Human treatment.

I The idea is that computer treatment has to be entirely due to
confusion.

I The difference between both treatments contributions is due
to “kindness.”



Human vs. Computer

Figure: Measuring Kindness



What sustains higher cooperation?

Researchers have suggested a number of policies, mechanisms or
new institutions to foster cooperation. For example,

I Punishment
I Grouping
I Communication
I Rewards

The institutions can be either imposed by the experimenter or
somehow determined by the subjects (e.g. voting, grouping).



Punishment

[2] ran with the following rules
I N = 4,m = .4, repeated 10X.
I Anonymity between rounds
I Two treatments:

I No punishment a la VCM
I Punishment treatment, subjects can pay points to reduce

points of another player at the of the round.

I Within-design
I Note that punishment is costly, so it should be avoided.



Punishment increases cooperation

Figure: Punishment
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